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What did you like the most about
the mobility in Greece? (In
general)

In general, I liked everything that we did all together! For
example, the indoor and outdoor activities, the taste of the
traditional cousin and also the interesting conversation with the
other children!

That I was lucky enough to see all of the
reactions of my friends in erasmus that
came to greece for the first time to all of the
seesights and activities we did here!

I definitely liked our trip to Nafplio the most,
the bus ride did get tiring but it was all
worth it in the end.

The thing i liked the most is the sailing
kayiak and kano activities that we did .

I liked everything that we did this week. All
the games, tha activities, the places that we
did were amazing. But the most exciting
thing it was the new people that met

the beautiful landscapes and people I met through this program

I really liked the fact that I made new friends
out of Greece. We had a lot of fun .

I liked how we all bonded and came together as a group from all
the activities that we did

I really liked everything we did. I loved the
ancient places and also I really enjoyed the
day we all went sailing together!

I liked everything that we did. The walks, the trips, the food, the
other activities... Everything. It was an amazing week

  I liked more the activities we did at the Piraeus, but also all the
archeological sites we got to know

I liked most the day when we were in
Piraues and we do the facilities all together
it was really fan

I liked everything from the people to the ancient places we
visited , the food we ate , the teachers the souvenirs everything
was so colorful and pretty

I really liked the hospitality of the Greeks and the monuments

I liked that people, everyone was so nice, and friendly.Second
think i liked was all the trips because it was so beautiful seen it
in real life and on that trips we get closed with that peopleee and
ofcourse it was great experience.

I appreciated the possibility to know a new
country with new habits

what i like the most is the friendships that i mande whit
students, techers and the family

I liked everything, it was fantastic to be
here. I am so glad that i was there. People in
Greece are so nice to everyone. Greek
teachers were amazing aswell!
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I enjoyed seeing all the monuments and
places but I was mostly happy to see the
Parthenon.

I liked everything, but the people here were the best, they were
funny, kind and above all kind.

The best things were certainly the school,
its students and its teachers, which were all
really kind and funny, but also the family
that hosted me which was very supportive
and kind as well, i actually ended up having
more fun with them than at the monuments.

I liked Everything but the thing that i liked
the most was the Museum

I liked everything but a very interesting thing to see was the
Parthenon

What was your best experience
in Greece? (You can describe a
specific happy memory you have
from that time)

Every day had it’s own delights, but the most
worth taking about will be our first visit in
the Archaeological Museum, of Athens.

It was de�nently the last dinner everyone had together in which
almost everyone bursted in to tears

One of the best experiences I had was doing
everyone's traditional dances, the water
activities we did were also really fun!

The best experience that i had is when i
floipped the kano boat upside down

All the things that we did this week were
amazing but I enjoyed the most the
activities that we did in the gym with the
other students

all the activities we did were great but I loved the day at
Pasalimani

The day we did those sports activities in
Piraeus was my best experience. It was a
wonderful experience.

Me too had one of my best experiences in Piraeus and and I had a
lot of fun with my friends ― ANONYM

Everyday was special but the one I enjoyed
the most was the day in Nafplio

I really liked the excursion we went to
Nafplio! We took lots of pictures and made
new memories!

I really liked the day when we went to nafplio. I was super pretty
and the view was incredible

My best experience was the sports activities we did in Piraeus. I
learned new sports, which may help me in the future to get to
know them better..

I liked the last day when we took photos so
that we can remember our last times
together!!!

That one speci�c walk we took just some of us at the evening
after the trip in the center of the city

I really enjoyed visiting the Parthenon it was exciting to see it
live for the �rst time and not in a video

Best memory was when we were on lunch 😂,
I won’t say whyy but it was nice. After that lunch was really nice
to see Nafplio, it was very beautifull there. When we have free
time there we get really close with someone, most time there we
spend at boxing machine really nicee, we bought there some
souvenirs, also there was good ice cream :) . I love to remeber
this day it was my favourite from whole trip.

I enjoyed my host family. They were very
friendly and fantastic. I liked Greek school
and Greek people



i think the last way that os when i
rimemeber every think and i spemd time
whit every one

I really enjoyed us hanging out after school,
but also Nafplio and Kayaking were really
nice.

I really enjoyed the swimming activities and
hanging out with my friends, but my
favourite was when me, my italian and greek
friends hung out to the city mall. We went
rollerskating and we also played bowling
and i also tried Souvlaki which was
delicious.

when we went kayaking and swam in the sea. The trip to the
Acropolis was also very nice

I really enjoyed going kayaking and going to
nafplio: the kayaking was very fun mainly
beacuse of all the funny moments that
happened with the kayaks, but also beacuse
it was so fun to be paddling, at least in my
opinion;Nafplio was very interesting
because its buildings and shops were very
peculiar and colorful. Another great
experience was the museum, mainly
beacuse there i got more time to chat with
people and make friends.

Another thing that i liked was we went
kayaking

I enjoyed visiting Nap�ion and I also had fun when we went
kayaking

Has the mobility enriched you in
any way? How?

Of course it has!This mobility gave me the opportunity to
communicate with people from other countries and also to
experience their way of thinking.

To improve my english, my social skills and communicate better
with everyone . It also tought me how to build and keep strong
relationships

It helped me socialize with others and make
friends from other countries

It helped me build a better relationship with
the teachers and the kids from erasmus

The mobility helped me to improve my
English, learn the culture and the language
of the other countries and also meet new
people

It helped me learn words from other countries, get to know
traditions and make new friends that I feel like family

The mobility helped me understand the
culture of each country. I also made new
friends from around the world.

Yes I learned a little bit from different
languages I had the opportunity to practice
my English and of course to learn from
different cultures

Of course it has! It helped me to learn about
the different habits that other countries had,
I also made new friends and created many
beautiful memories. Finally, through the
mobility I can speak better English!

Of course it has! I met new amazing people and became friends
with them, i learnt some new words in other languages and tried
stuff i never actually would. And most importantly, i had so much
fun

This experience helped me to speak better English, to learn new
cultures and customs from other countries 

Yes i learned some new words and other
things the other countries do in their
everyday life



Ofc i met new people and made friendships that could last
lifetime i also learned some worlds in different languages

yes of course, I had the opportunity to
perfect my English and make an effort to
speak it but also to discover the Greek
culture and their traditions

Of course , i’m not shy to talk in english with someone now
I also learned some greek words 
One day we try to teach each other to say 
Hii how are you i’m �ne you? And something like thiss in our
language 
It was fun.

this mobility gave me the possibility to know
another culture and another country

Enriched my English and i learn some words
um greek Italy and check republic

I learned some Greek words, also something
about their culture. I improved my English
and i finally know a can talk to people from
other states witf no problem!

Of course it enriched me because I learnt a
lot about the Greek culture and about the
food and places.

I've improved my English... I'm �nally not afraid to talk to people
in English. I also learned something about Greek culture and
ways.

It certainly made me know more about
greek culture and food, but it also helped
me to bond with other people, as well as
learning how to read the greek letters, at
least for the most part.

It enriched me in a cultural way and this
Experience made me less shy and made me
more responsable

Well going in another state without your parents and staying
there without your parents was for sure a big responsabily so I
would say that it helped me to become more responsable and it
also enriched me culturally because we tried different foods for
example and we listened to people speaking another language

Is there anything you would like
to change or do differently in
future mobilities?

The only thing that I would like to change will be the period of
time that the children spend in Greece, wish it was more! 

I wouldnt change anything!I really wish I could spend more time
with everyone!

I wouldn't change anything for the most
part, it was all fun, even if it got really tiring
for me I don't regret taking part and meeting
everyone!

I woudn't change anything but the time we
got . For me it should have been 2 weeks not
one.

I wouldn't change everything. All the things
that we did were amazing and the memories
that we made are unique. It could be nice
though If the mobility would last a little
more longer

I wouldn't change anything, everything was great, I just wanted
it to last longer, but I'm looking forward to my own trip

There isn't anything I would personally like
to change for that week. All the activities
were interesting.

There isn’t anything I would change, everything was perfect but I
wish our visitors could stay longer than one week 

I wouldn't change a thing, I honestly had a
great time! But I would like this mobility to
last longer.



Not really i liked every part of the mobility. I wouldn't want
anything to change

I would not want to change anything, but I think we need more
time for such experiences...

I just wished we had more time and more memories together

I wish I could have spent more time so that those good times
would not end

Spend more time there with everyone or visit Greek and see
everyone one day again

I would like to spend there more than one
week

The time in the school whit everyonde i
think its should be buffet and the time that
we Stay in the country i think a little bit
more it Will be good

The only thing i would change is that i would
love to stay a bit longer. But it was the best
anyways.

I don't think i would like to change
something beacouse Everyone and
Everything was good

I can't imagine a better experience to be
honest

I wouldn't change anything. It was my greatest experience ever.

The only thing i would like to chance is to
meet up with my friends as often as
possible, since in greece i didn't hang out
with my friends a lot.

I don't think that there is anything that I would like to change for
future mobilities
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